
                                    

toddlers made hedgehogs for an Autumn display using pencil 

shavings and orange paper.   

They have also made book covers  

for the book display and created  

healthy eating shopping baskets.   

For cooking the  

children made fruit kebabs. 

 

 

babies have been tasting different vegetables, fruit printing and 

sticking to create their own fruit bowls. They have also enjoyed playing 

with the parachute, trying to use their own spoons at mealtimes and 

playing with the musical shakers.  teenies took part in vegetable 

tasting with red peppers, carrots, green beans and sugar snaps, they were 

encouraged to explore the different tastes and textures.  They also 

enjoyed playing with crazy foam and looking for the hidden fruits and 

have been jumping in wet puddles outdoors. 
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BASINGSTOKE 

Our nursery theme this week was: Food & Healthy Eating 

Our nursery theme next week is: Autumn 

Pre-School’s phonic letter this week was: H and next week is: R 

 

 
 

pre-school  made their own vegetable men with carrots, 

beans, cucumber sweet peas and cheese for their hair.  They 

have discussed how different fruits are grown and foods that are 

good for us and some that aren’t so good.  Reading the Hungry 

Caterpillar book they were able to think about the food he ate 

and how that might have tasted and whether it was healthy or 

not.   

For arts and crafts they used leaves from the  

garden to make Autumn tree pictures and straws  

in paint for blowing pictures, copying the wind from  

outside.  They have also used our cuddly vegetables  

to make imitation drawings.   

For cooking this week the children made Mexican  

Wraps – with chicken/quorn and salad items. 

In Boogie Mites they sang songs about the rain, and  

actions that mimic putting on coats and shoes. 

 

 

newsletters 
Parents please note that from 

October we will be switching to a 

monthly newsletter which will be 

sent out at the end of each month. 

Pre-school cutting their 
own snack  

Teenies water play 
with sea creatures  

Pre-school imitation 
drawings and making 

vegetable men. 

Lots of arts and crafts in the 
nursery this week, with some 
great effort by the children 

Toddlers arts and crafts 

Teenies enjoying the water 
puddles 

Babies painting with 
vegetables 

Babies parachute play 


